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'The Shadow of a Doubt'
Golden Thread, Belfast
13 December 2012 – 2 February 2013
The idea of consubstantiation is that in the
communion, the body and blood of Christ and the
bread and wine coexist in union with each other.
“Luther illustrated it by the analogy of the iron put
into the fire whereby both fire and iron are united
in the red-hot iron and yet each continues
unchanged.”1 Diverse elements make Sandra
Johnston’s ‘The Shadow of a Doubt’ something of
an unusual construct, with the union of
autobiography / communal history, of elements of
past performance / new gallery-based work, of
disparate gallery works and traces of sitespecificity.
While the artist is primarily known for
performance work, this project for the Golden
Thread Gallery features several non-performancebased gallery installations and interventions. There
is a sense of autobiography and reference to past
practice, featuring motifs developed in previous
works such as making marks with charcoal and
video of past performance. These carry a sense of
personal and communal history. The artist chose
not to present works in the exhibition as single
disparate pieces with separate titles, so that the
exhibition is intentionally situated on the boundary
between constituting a single complete new work
and a collection of individual works. It is telling
that Johnston’s past work has been described as
always site-specific; in a sense, the transitional
nature of this project – solo or disparate works,
new or past works – deals with the specificities of
the gallery as a site.
Two text pieces printed on cards at the
entrance to the exhibition, Cuttings 1 and Cuttings
2, act both as initial indicators of this stream-ofconsciousness or near-Proustian technique of
recalling autobiographical and familial and social
history, and also as brief sections of narrative that
identify re-occurring elements. The texts recount
personal and childhood memories of growing up
in rural Northern Ireland, dreams, those Proustian
accounts of childhood sensations, a family death,
the deaths of the Hunger Strikers and of Bobby
Sands in particular, the deaths of British soldiers
and the British media response. Within these texts
and across all the elements of the show, there are
sensations of dislocation and displacement. One
screen, also at the entrance, displays the artist
repeatedly standing and holding a chair behind
her, very slowly lowering to sit on it then suddenly
and dynamically rising to fully stand again.
Another screen in the final room displays the artist
sat on a chair, moving her body repeatedly from
the natural sitting posture by very slowly arching
her back and neck upwards until her shoulder is
uncomfortably arched on the back of the chair.
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In each instance, the body is displaced from any
natural state of comfort.
In another room, a large screen built across
the room played old video footage of the queen of
England inspecting the Household Cavalry in 1962,
her first royal duty after coronation. Along the
bottom of the screen run the lyrics of David Bowie’s
1972 song Jean Genie. At a space some distance from
the screen in the same room are three sets of three
yellow plastic chairs, which the artist salvaged
from a skip at the Maze prison. They are laid out,
fixed and connected by metal bars, as two chairs
facing a single chair in front of them – like the
chairs of a prison visiting room – and in front of
them at floor level are horrible municipal-officestyle fluorescent strip lights.
Johnston’s text piece Cuttings 1 recounts that
Bowie’s Jean Genie – which is both nonsense verse
and a homage to that attacker of the status quo,
Jean Genet – was released in 1972, and that it was
hunger striker Bobby Sands’ favourite song. Nine
years after it was released, Sands starved to death in
the Maze prison.
There is a consubstantiation – coexistence in
union – within the connectedness of the diverse
elements in this gallery room. It is their coexistence
that gives a sense of an encounter with the power
dynamics of the Northern Ireland conflict in
particular, and of the performativity of the self in
these power relations. There is the performativity
of the self as prisoner, the immeasurable dynamic
of the performativity of the self as body as hunger
striker, the institutional power invested in the
performativity of the self as ceremonial head-ofstate. Running as a subtext within this configuration,
Bowie and his creation Jean Genie act as the
apotheosis of the performativity of creating the
self. The disparate elements of this coexistence also
act as the contextual backdrop for the
autobiographical traces of the artist and her years
growing up in Northern Ireland.
It is striking that the primary conceptual
element at play within this gallery room – the
performativity of the self – connects specifically to
Johnston’s primarily performance-based practice.
Johnston primarily articulates an art practice
through performativity of the self. In this instance
and across this show, Johnston demonstrates that
she can use that same element in non-performance
based work.
Declan Sheehan is a freelance curator and was
recently awarded a 2013 Arts Council Visual Art
Curator Residency.
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Anne Mullee is an artist and emerging curator
currently working as LAB Gallery and Public
Arts Assistant Intern at DCC Arts Office.
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